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Abstract—We propose and demonstrate a bidirectional radio-over-fiber (RoF) system based on a reflective semiconductor optical amplifier (RSOA). In this system, phase-modulated 5.25-GHz radio frequency (RF) carrying 850 Mb/s is used for the downstream signal. Optical envelope detection of 10-GHz RF carrying 850 Mb/s is achieved in an RSOA. Both signals share a single fiber link and the same light source by exploiting optical carrier remodulation. Moreover, there is no need to employ RF down-conversion technology for RoF uplink. This makes the proposed system simpler and more cost-effective. The experimental results indicate that after simultaneous transmission of downstream and upstream signals over 25-km fiber, the receiver sensitivities are $-22$ and $-14.5$ dBm, respectively.

Index Terms—Convergent optical network, phase modulation, radio-frequency (RF) oscillator-free, radio-over-fiber (RoF), reflective semiconductor optical amplifier (RSOA).

I. INTRODUCTION

Radio-over-fiber (RoF) technology is very attractive for providing wireless services to fixed and mobile users in wireless and wireline convergent optical networks. Its well-known advantages compared to the traditional wireless communication techniques include low loss, large bandwidth, and high compatibility with electromagnetic environments [1]. This convergent network shares a homogenous infrastructure based on different types of access technologies, and paves the way to the future communication goal: a world where affordable communication is always available everywhere to everybody [2]. Therefore, a key issue in an access network is to design architecture with simple optical network units. Furthermore, the use of one single fiber for both upstream and downstream transmission is also expected to reduce network size and the connection complexity of the outside plant.

Many efforts have contributed to the study of bidirectional systems [3]–[9]. In these systems, a reflective semiconductor optical amplifier (RSOA) operating as a modulator often plays an important role [3]–[7], and both the upstream and downstream channels use the same wavelength. This is an extremely useful strategy for improving the wavelength utilization efficiency. However, in wireless access networks, expensive radio-frequency (RF) down-conversion technology is necessary for the traditional RoF reception method, which leads to the challenge of developing a more cost-effective bidirectional communication system. Recently, the envelope detection technique is a promising option to simplify the RoF system since no RF down-conversion is needed at the receiver compared to the conventional RoF system [10]. On the other hand, phase-modulated RoF links present several advantages over the intensity modulated links, such as no need for dc bias, better link gain, and linearity [11].

In this letter, we propose a bidirectional RoF system based on RSOA technology, employing phase modulated RoF for the downstream signal and intensity remodulated RoF for the upstream signal. In the proposed system, the upstream and downstream signals share a single fiber and the same light source. Moreover, the need to use costly RF down-conversion devices for processing the upstream RoF signal is overcome by performing envelop detection of the signal by exploiting the modulation properties of the RSOA.

II. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND OPERATION PRINCIPLE

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. A lightwave from a 1555-nm external cavity laser (ECL) is phase modulated at 5.25-GHz RF carrying 850-Mb/s data with word length of $2^3 - 1$. This downstream signal is launched into 25-km of standard single-mode fiber (SSMF) with a 5-dB insertion loss. A symmetrical 3-dB coupler at the fiber output is used to split the downstream signal. Half the signal proceeds to the downstream receiver, and the other half is routed to the RSOA at the upstream transmitter for wavelength reuse as the upstream signal. At the downstream receiver, the optical signal is amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and the EDFA noise is rejected using an optical bandpass filter (OBPF) with a 3-dB bandwidth of 0.4 nm. An imbalanced-path Mach–Zehnder interferometer (MZI) performs self-heterodyning to transfer the phase modulation to intensity modulation. For a more practical implementation, the losses of the MZI could be compensated by using an SOA that can be integrated into a compact module. In the experiment, the MZI used has a transfer function with period of 10.7 GHz, which can be translated into a time delay of 93.5 ps. In this case, the system achieves a best link gain when it operates at around 5.25 GHz, which coincides with a peak of the transfer function. By tuning the phase offset between the two arms of the MZI, the signal after balanced detection (shown at point A in Fig. 1) consists of both a down-converted baseband component for fixed users and higher order RF components launched into the air. In the experiment, the down-converted baseband signal
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Fig. 1. Configuration of the experimental setup.

Fig. 2. Remodulation principle at RSOA. (a) Electrical 10-GHz RF carrying 850-Mb/s data driving the RSOA at the upstream transmitter. Horizontal scale: 2 ns/div. Vertical scale: 560 mV/div. (b) Recovered electrical signal on a scope from driving signal (a). Horizontal scale: 5 ns/div. Vertical scale: 56 mW/div.

after a 1.8-GHz electrical low-pass filter (LPF) is fed to an error detector for bit-error-rate (BER) measurements.

At the upstream transmitter, a 10-GHz RF signal carrying 850-Mb/s data with word length of 2^9 - 1 is used to drive the RSOA, which is biased at 1.4-V dc. Light from the phase-modulated downlink signal is intensity modulated and reflected by the RSOA; therefore, the downstream and upstream traffic share the same wavelength and optical source. Since the RSOA which was used in the experiment was polarization-dependent, a polarization controller (PC) is used to control the polarization state of the optical signal injected into the device. The reflective upstream signal is transmitted in the reverse direction over 25 km of SSMF and detected by an upstream receiver, which consists of an EDFA, OBPF, attenuator, and a photodiode.

For a modulated wireless signal, the high-frequency components which exceed the electrical bandwidth of RSOA (1.5 GHz in the experiment) are rejected, and hence only the digital signal within the SOA bandwidth generates the amplitude modulated upstream lightwave performing in this way optical envelope detection. Envelope detection does not restrict the upstream to only electrical amplitude modulation formats, but other modulation formats with RF frequency within the electrical bandwidth of RSOA will be preserved as well as systems with an intermediate frequency or multitones within the same bandwidth of RSOA. As shown in Fig. 2, when the 850-Mb/s bit rate at 10-GHz RF is arbitrarily selected and applied to RSOA, no RF components are observed on a scope detecting the reflective optical signal, and only the 850-Mb/s digital signal is recovered. The benefit of this is that no down-conversion devices such as local oscillator and microwave mixer are required for the uplink.

The output power and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the reflected intensity modulated upstream optical signal from the RSOA is dependent on the average input optical power to the device. This is shown in the static characterization of Fig. 3. In order to get better modulation and improve the linearity of the RoF uplink [12], the RSOA is operated within the linear section of output power curve as well as higher SNR performance. As shown in Fig. 3, -14.3- and -9.3-dBm input optical power are injected for remodulation in the experiment. In this case, the slope between the input power and output SNR is 0.8.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measured downstream BER curves before and after transmission are displayed in Fig. 4. The results both with and without the upstream signal are presented. It is evident from Fig. 4 that the back-to-back (B2B) downstream receiver sensitivity at a BER of 10^-9 is around -24.5 dBm both with and without the upstream signal. Copropagation of the upstream signal does thus not introduce penalty for the B2B case. When the 25 km of SSMF fiber is inserted, the downstream receiver sensitivity without upstream transmission is found to be -23.0 dBm. The 1.5-dB transmission penalty introduced by the fiber is attributed to fiber dispersion that converts phase noise into intensity noise [13], thereby degrading the phase-modulated downstream RoF signal. For downstream transmission over the SSMF with copropagation of the upstream signal, the downstream receiver sensitivity is further degraded by 1 dB to -22.0 dBm. This is due to interference between the upstream and downstream signals at the same
signals have almost the same receiver sensitivity of both B2B links with and without copropagation of downstream backscattered light from the upstream signal [14]. In particular, coherent interference occurs at the down-wavelength traveling in opposite directions within the same fiber. In particular, coherent interference occurs at the downstream receiver between the downstream signal and Rayleigh backscattered light from the upstream signal [14].

Fig. 5 shows BER curves of the upstream signal. It shows that both B2B links with and without copropagation of downstream signals have almost the same receiver sensitivity of $-18.7$ dBm, and both transmission links with and without copropagation of downstream signals have almost the same receiver sensitivity of $-14.5$ dBm. Therefore, about $4.2$ dB sensitivity penalty is introduced by transmission over the 25-km SSMF link. This penalty is introduced by Rayleigh backscattering in the fiber, which has been shown to significantly degrade bidirectional transmission performance [3], [14]. A further contributor to the penalty is SOA noise and the 5-dB loss introduced by the SSMF decreases the SNR by 4.0 dB. As shown in Fig. 3, the SNR of upstream signal is a function of optical input power. For the lower input power the output power of the “1-bit” level is diminished, thereby lowering the extinction ratio of the remodulated upstream signal. The ultimate performance can be related to the maximum modulation bandwidth, gain and noise figure of the RSOA.

We proposed and demonstrated a bidirectional RoF system based on the use of an RSOA. A phase-modulated RoF signal and an intensity remodulated RoF signal at the RSOA are employed for downstream and upstream transmission, respectively. The experimental results show that both 850 Mb/s at 10-GHz RF upstream and 850 Mb/s at 5.25-GHz RF downstream RoF signals are error-free after 25-km SSMF transmission. In the proposed system, both signals share the same fiber link and the same laser source. This makes this system compact. Moreover, the RSOA is cost-effective since it performs the functions of not only modulator (no need for local laser source) and amplifier, but also envelope detector, which leads to no need for RF down-conversion components. Therefore, the proposed system has potential application in next-generation convergent wireless-wireline optical network [15].
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